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Overview
20 years ago I decided what I want to do, by starting volunteering with the Citizen Advice Bureau,
then started a not for profit. 3 years ago I enrolled with a Bachelor of Leadership for Change. Now I
am at the point where I was when I enrolled for BL4C, I was going to visit refugee camps to provide
education and help refugees in a way that they can help themselves. My flight was cancelled and I
finished my study creating small projects in the community and involving many different
organisations. Which gave me the opportunity to make mistakes and learn from them. Now I am
more experienced and better prepared. Thank you COVID and Bachelor of Leadership for change. In
2023 I will be studying for a Master of Public Policy at Auckland University.

From my personal experience and through mentoring refugees in NZ in the last 3 years. I became
certain that I need to create a program to bring together volunteers and refugees. Therefore, my
project is about how I will work towards bringing volunteers and refugees together in an online
mentoring space.

Rationale
The aim of the mentoring program is to help refugees while they are in the camp, rather than just thinking
that the only solution is to get them settled in a new country. Mentoring will support the individuals
mentally and emotionally to focus on creating their own opportunity rather than waiting a long time to be
saved. Nevertheless, it will be a great option for those girls or women who are denied the right to go to
school for different reasons!

I have learned from my lived experience, as a refugee and helping refugees in NZ, as well as the last 20
years of volunteering and building informal relationships. It became clear to me that the system which
supports individuals to create their own opportunity is missing.

This year’s project is about formalising relationships toward a community of like minded people to work
together to make a change in the system. This community of like minded people will also be the advisory
team for myself and others who work on this change.

Building an app Learn2Earn where a mentoring programme can be run from

Learn2Earn is a mentoring program that trains volunteers online. To help refugees set a goal and
work toward achieving it together. The app will consist of 5 login each got limited access :

Apps cost $9 to download ( this goes back to them, just making sure that they take time and think
hard before committing, either volunteer or refugee students! Nevertheless, to keep members and
resources safe.)

a) Refugee student ( access to resources and upload work they have done. They have option to
share within the app for rest to see)

b) Admin ( put volunteers together, add resources, check work and pay when they reach 600
hours)
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c) Mentor ( access resources and make connections with selected students. Share if they want
to)

d) Public or organisation ( can login to see the work shared and hire locals, sponsor if they wish
to or donate for the cause)

e) Skilled refugees (share what they can do E.g: cooking, cleaning, painting to be hired by
organisation)

f) www.learn2earn-app.com

How it help Refugees
a) Sense of belonging

b) Friend to hold their hand to create their own opportunity rather than wait 5-10 years to be saved

c) Learning to focus on as a purpose

d) $600 as incentives to cover medical cost every 600 hours of working with a mentor

What is in it for mentors?
a) Overseas experience without leaving home

b) $600 incentives every 600 hours working with a refugee student

c) Opportunity to learn a new language

Requirement $90K donation or invest $1million and get $1 for every
download! ( Imagine 1 million out of 100 million refugees downloaded!
Which mean $9million)

(App is at testing stage )

I am looking for an organisation or individual who can help as sponsor or investor to make this project happen.

What is in it for you?
1- being part of a hope for someone vulnerable

2- be part of world against poverty and no education

3- helping displaced refugees without worrying about housing or residency

4- $1 for every download

Are you Interested?
Name:______________________________________________________________________________________________

Email:______________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone:______________________________________________________________________________________________

http://www.learn2earn-app.com
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Signature:_______________________________________________Date:______________________________________


